Biodiversity Research: Integrative Training & Education (BRITE)

Workshop Proposals

As part of the BRITE training program, funding is available to host 1-3 workshops per year. Because of their intensive nature, workshops are an effective means of training in areas requiring new skills and concentrated attention. These workshops will be hosted at UBC or at appropriate field sites. We expect a typical workshop to involve 20 participants and to be about 1-3 weeks in length, although these targets are flexible.

Proposed workshop title:

Workshop organizer(s) and email addresses¹:

Short description (~100 words, outlining the workshop and its goals):

Potential speakers:

Proposed location (BRC or other):

Approximate dates and length (Month/Year):

¹ If not a BRC faculty, please specify the organizer(s) departmental and lab affiliations.
**Proposed budget:** [Funding can be used to cover the travel and housing costs of speakers and attendees, administrative support, field trips, food breaks, necessary supplies and equipment (field equipment, software, etc.). Please outline a rough budget. **BRITE** will provide up to a maximum of $5,000 for a full-scale workshop; specify other funding sources if applicable.]

**Proposed course credits:** [Discuss whether the workshop is of sufficient length and content to merit course credit and, if so, whether this might be appropriate for an existing course or for directed studies (to be arranged by the attendee).]

Send completed form to BRC Administrator [brcadmin@biodiversity.ubc.ca](mailto:brcadmin@biodiversity.ubc.ca)